“DeGustaRoma” Tour
Tasting Rome & Cooking Class
DAY 1
Arrival in Rome - Meeting with our Guide - Transfer by coach and Accommodation
in the hotel.
Free time to walk and to taste the famous Sant'Eustachio Coffee (a few steps from
the Pantheon).
Welcome drink and dinner - Overnight

DAY 2
Breakfast and meeting with our guide.
Full day excursion to the Archaeological Rome (Colosseum - Roman Forum - Palatine
- Campidoglio - Capitoline Museums).
Lunch in the beautiful terrace in the heart of Rome.
Back to the hotel and relax.
Thematic Dinner in a nice restaurant:

A NCIENT R OME
Mise en place and elegant period costumes for the guests...
as true Ancient Romans, recipes of the Ancient Time...
The best dishes of traditional Roman cuisine, dance and music, shows with gladiators
...

Back to the hotel - Overnight

DAY 3
Breakfast and meeting with our guide

Cooking Class
In one of the most beautiful place of the city…
Walking to the local market to buy everything needed for the
meal preparation
Tasting lunch prepared by all participants
Afternoon: walk among the most beautiful squares of Rome (Pantheon - Piazza
Navona - Trevi Fountain - Piazza di Spagna - Piazza del Popolo).
Afternoon Walk: through the alleys in the authentic Rome (Campo de 'Fiori - Piazza
Farnese - Ponte Sisto - Piazza Trilussa - Trastevere) - Dinner and overnight in hotel

DAY 4
Breakfast and meeting with our guide
Excursion to the Castelli Romani and lunch in
excellent
restaurant at Frascati to taste the local wine and
culinary delights of Castelli Romani
Back to Rome and greetings

Tour Card

“DeGustaRoma” Tour * Tasting Rome & Cooking Class
MAIN STAYS
Colosseo - Fori Imperiali - Palatino - Campidoglio - Musei Capitolini - Pantheon - Piazza Navona - Fontana di
Trevi - Piazza di Spagna - Piazza del Popolo - Campo de' Fiori - Piazza Farnese - Ponte Sisto - Piazza Trilussa Trastevere - Castelli Romani

Price (min. 30 people): € 720
Price Includes
4 Days/3 Nights - Hotel 4* in bb and 2 dinners (water included) - Transfer from Airport/hotel/Airport - Lunch
in Roman Terrace - Cooking Class and third day lunch - Thematic dinner Ancient Rome - Excursion to Castelli
Romani with lunch in the Restaurant at Frascati - Coach and Guide for all the tour

Price Doesn’t Include
Everything not included in “Price Includes”
For extra-transfer, particular requests or custom solutions please contact :
info@incomingitalia.it * www.incomingitalia.it * 331.7034208

